The pervasive use and exchange of digital content led to increased efforts in the research community for efficient approaches to protect intellectual property rights. While watermarking techniques have been used extensively for raster * Corresponding author Email addresses: ahmed.abubahia@port.ac.uk (Ahmed Abubahia ), mihaela.cocea@port.ac.uk (Mihaela Cocea) two popular embedding approaches, i.e. coordinate-based and distance-based embedding. The results indicate that the metrics allow comparisons between watermarked maps of different sizes and of different watermark sizes, and, thus, can be used to assess the quality of watermarked vector maps. The advantages and limitations of the proposed metric are discussed and further research directions are highlighted towards an agreed metric by the research community.
image format, watermarking approaches for the vector map format have been largely inspired from existing image watermarking techniques, without due consideration to the suitability of these techniques for this different data format. A key requirement of any watermarking approach of vector data is the preservation of the topological quality of the watermarked data. This is sometimes referred to as the invisibility of the watermark. For vector map data, the topological quality and invisibility are fundamentally different, but currently submerged into one and measured with error metrics borrowed from image watermarking, such as Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR). Over the last 10 year, the research community on watermarking vector map data has repeatedly posed that error metrics alone are not appropriate for the evaluation of watermarked vector map topological quality. In this paper, a metric for measuring topological quality by measuring topological distortions is proposed based on topological properties of polygon-based vector maps. To evaluate the proposed metric, experiments with controlled watermarking capacity (i.e. how much is embedded) were run on maps of various sizes, using
Introduction
Geographical data have become widely available in digital format due to the advancement in computer devices, database systems, mapping applications and IT (Information Technology) [1, 2] . While the wide spread of geographical applications has brought many benefits for IT consumers [3, 4] , it has also increased 5 the necessity to protect digital geographical data from illegal distribution and modification [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
Geographical data can be categorized into two types: vector and raster data [4, 12] . Vector data represents geographical information by using basic geometrical shapes such as points, lines and polygons [13] , while raster data 10 represents information in a matrix of cells or pixels of uniform size (e.g. satellite image data). Most geographical systems represent data in vector format [6, 14] .
Watermarking of vector map data has been researched for the last 2 decades as a solution for the protection of this type of geographical data [12, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
It aims to conceal a watermark into the digital asset within a specific toler- 15 ance, which would not cause a considerable change so that the usability of the watermarked asset is not affected.
The vector map watermarking approaches can be categorised into two main categories: coordinate-based approaches [2] , and distance-based approaches [22] .
In coordinate-based approaches, the watermark is hidden in the the Carte-20 sian coordinates' values within a specific tolerance, while in distance-based approaches, the watermark is hidden within the relations/links between the Cartesian coordinates, represented as distance measurements.
A key requirement of any watermarking approach is the quality preservation in the watermarked data [12, 23] . In the context of vector data, the quality 25 preservation expresses that the original vector map is not affected by the concealed watermark, and is referred to as fidelity. Most often this is defined as the perceptual degree of similarity between the original vector map and the watermarked vector map. In the context of images (although used with vector map data as well) it is referred to as invisibility. In both cases, the emphasis 30 is on the perceptual perspective [24] and is measured with error metrics, such as RMSE (Root Mean Squared Error) and PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) (which is based on mean squared error). More details about the metrics used for invisibility of vector data can be found in [12, 25, 26] .
While in the context of image watermarking the invisibility of the watermark 35 can be taken to mean that the original image has preserved its quality [27] , in the context of vector data, the quality of the map needs to be assessed in terms of the preservation of its topological properties, i.e. the geometrical shapes have not been distorted in the watermarking process. Although the need for a metric to assess topological quality preservation has been repeatedly high- 40 lighted [12, [28] [29] [30] , few research works looked into this aspect [29, [31] [32] [33] [34] . These works discussed the importance of topology preservation, and for particular applications looked at the effect of watermarking on some topological properties.
To the best of our knowledge, a metric for quantifying topological distortion that can be used for assessing watermarked vector map topological quality has 45 not yet been proposed.
In this paper, a metric based on topological properties of polygon-based maps is proposed. Here, the focus is on three topological rules, stating that the polygons need to be closed, that they should not have gaps between them and that they should not overlap. Consequently, a metric that quantifies to 50 what degree these rules are broken is presented in this paper, i.e. how many polygon disclosures, gaps and overlaps are present, in proportion to watermark size. To evaluate the metric, experiments with the two different embedding approaches mentioned above and controlled watermarking capacity (i.e. how much is embedded) were run on maps of various sizes.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews previous work on topology preservation in the context of digital vector map watermarking. Section 3 introduces the proposed metrics for measuring the polygon disclosure, overlap and gap aspects. Section 4 describes the experiments, including the data used and the experimental setup for the evaluation of the proposed metric.
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Section 5 discusses the experimental results, while Section 6 concludes the paper and outlines directions for future work.
Related Work
In this section, the topological aspects of vector data and the importance of their preservation are briefly outlined. Also an overview of previous work is 65 introduced in relevance to addressing the issue of topological preservation when assessing watermarked vector map quality.
Unlike raster image data, vector map data has to follow topological rules that specify constraints for the shapes, e.g. lines and polygons, used in vector maps.
The development of vector maps GIS tools (e.g. ArcGIS) [35] allows the identi-70 fication of these errors, which allows them to be fixed. The value of the vector maps is related to the precision of the data, which allows spatial analysis [36] .
While it is accepted that watermarking without any effect on the precision of vector map data is not possible [31] , it is also clear that measuring the loss of precision only with error metrics, without checking the topology preservation, 75 is not a good way to evaluate watermarked vector map data quality.
A recent review [12] outlines that the most used metrics for watermarked vector map fidelity are RMSE and PSNR, which are both error metrics based on the mean square error. The output of error metrics gives an indication of the precise loss caused by the watermarking process. Over the last 10 years, 80 the research community on watermarking vector map data has repeatedly posed that error metrics are not appropriate for the evaluation of watermarked vector map topological quality [12, 28, 33] .
A limited number of works have discussed topology preservation in the evaluation of watermarked vector maps [29, [31] [32] [33] 37] . These works are outlined 85 below. In [31, 32] , the authors used what they call an intersection test to verify if modifications occurred in the topology of line-based maps -more specifically, they assessed if lines that intersected previously to watermarking still intersect and if lines that should not intersect still do not intersect after watermarking.
They report that they compared the values of the test before and after the wa-90 termark embedding, without details of how this was done, and that based on that comparison they concluded that topology was preserved.
In [29] , the authors looked at polygon closure, data topology, error analysis and visual analysis. They also point out that in previous work data quality is mainly assessed through error metrics borrowed from image watermarking.
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They focused on tools for data inspection of watermarked vector data that allows visual identification of polygon disclosure, self-intersect, self-overlay and overlay for lines.
Like [29] , in [33] the authors also focus on the visual inspection of topological issues without proposing a metric to quantify them; however, through this 100 visual inspection, they stress the need for watermarking approaches that retain the topology of vector data and that the error analysis on its own is not an appropriate way of evaluating watermarking vector data approaches. In more recent work [37] , data accuracy (i.e. the difference in coordinates values between the original and the watermarked map 1 ) is discussed in relation to watermarked 105 vector data quality of polyline-based maps. They talk about the assessment of distortion, but they only look at data accuracy and assess it with error metrics.
In summary, previous work highlighted the importance of topology preservation and proposed visual inspection for identifying distortions after water-1 some research uses the term fidelity to mean both data accuracy and invisibility; other research distinguishes between these terms, which is also the case for the work discussed here marking. In this paper, to take this work further, a metric for quantifying topological distortions of polygon-based vector maps is proposed. The next section describes the proposed metric.
Metric for topological distortion
This section presents the proposed metric for judging the topological quality of watermarked GIS vector maps in line with the required standards for 115 spatial data analysis tasks. Such standards are identified by several organisations working with and regulating the use of spatial data. Here, this paper follows the topological rules defined by the Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI), which supports the OCG 2 and ISO/TC211 3 geospatial standards.
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ESRI defined a set of polygon-based shapefiles topology rules 4 to ensure the quality of polygon maps for spatial analysis tasks. In relation to the research of digital vector map watermarking, the significant rules are:
• Each polygon must be in the form of closed shape. A polygon is defined by a series of points, with the first point being the same as the last point; 125 if the first and the last point are not the same, the polygon is not closed.
• Polygons must not overlap each other. This rule specifies that the interior of polygons must not overlap; polygons can only share edges or vertices.
• The map must not have gaps between polygons. This rule specifies that there should be no voids within a polygon or between neighboring poly-130 gons, so that all polygons form a continuous surface.
In this paper, three metrics are proposed in relation to these rules by quantifying the number of times the rules are broken proportionately to the size of the watermark. Also an overall metric as an average of the three metrics is defined, which can be used to compare topological problems across different watermark-135 ing approaches and map sizes. The metrics and the way they are calculated are described in the following subsections.
Polygon Disclosure
The polygon shape is formed by a sequence of vertices where the coordinates of the first point and the last point must be the same. Polygon disclosure occurs 140 when this constraint is not met, i.e. the coordinates of the first and the last point are different.
In the watermarking process, there is a potential of having the polygon disclosure issue since the process of inserting the watermark is modifying the redundant bits of data, and the modification of different points may be done 145 in different ways. For example, adding a watermark bit of 1 to the first point, while adding a watermark bit of −1 to the last point, would lead to disclosure.
Consequently, it is important to assess whether the polygon closure has been affected by the watermarking process. For this purpose, the condition used is that the coordinate value pair of the first point and the coordinate value pair of the last point must be the same, as shown in Equations (1) and (2) .
and
where F x is the x-coordinate of the first point, L x is the x-coordinate of the last point, F y is the y-coordinate of the first point and L y is the y-coordinate of the last point.
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The metric for polygon disclosure in the watermarked map is defined in Equation (3) as the proportion of disclosed polygons from all watermarked polygons:
where M 1 represents the disclosure metric, n w represents the number of watermarked polygons and d i is defined as in Equation (4):
for each polygon i, where i takes values from 1 to n w .
Overlap and Gap Identification
The overlap within the map polygons is a potential issue after inserting the watermark bits. This affects the map topology against the rule that the interior of polygons must not overlap, which means that an area cannot be shared by two 155 or more polygons, i.e. polygons can only share edges or vertices. For example, the satisfaction of this topology rule is important for modeling administrative boundaries, such as voting districts, postal codes or land cover type.
The gaps between the map polygons could also be a consequence of the watermark insertion process, which has the effect of creating voids between 160 adjacent polygons, while the topology rule requires that all polygons must form a continuous surface. This rule is significant in the context of spatial data analysis because it changes the perimeter of the surface. For example, when polygons define the type of soil in a particular area, there should be no gaps between polygons, i.e. the entire area needs to be defined in terms of the soil 165 type; a gap would mean that the soil type (for the surface defined by this gap)
is not known. The quantified measure for the overlap issue in the watermarked map is defined in Equation (5) as the proportion of overlapping polygons from all watermarked polygons:
where M 2 represents the overlap metric, V w represents the number of watermarked vertices and V o represents the number of vertices placed outside their 175 original polygon after watermarking, thus leading to overlaps.
The quantified measure for the gap issue in the watermarked map is defined in Equation (6) as the proportion of gaps between polygons from all watermarked polygons:
where M 3 represents the gap metric, V w represents the number of watermarked vertices and V g represents the number of vertices placed within their original polygon after watermarking, thus leading to gaps.
The Overall Metric 180
The overall metric is defined as the average of disclosure, overlap and gap measurements that were described in the previous subsections -see Equation (7) .
where M represents the overall fidelity metric, M 1 represents the disclosure metric, M 2 represents the overlap metric and M 3 represents the gap metric.
For all metrics, the values are between 0 and 1, where a value of 0 indicates no topology problems, and 1 indicates the maximum number of topology problems.
For example, for the overall metric a value on 1 means that all watermarked 185 polygons are disclosed and that overlaps and gaps take place for all watermarked vertices. 
Experiments
This section describes the experiments that are conducted for the evaluation of the proposed metrics, including the data used and the way of controlling the 190 embedding of the watermark to assess the comparability of the results across maps and watermarks of different sizes.
Data Description and Experimental Setup
To evaluate if the metrics allow comparisons for maps of different sizes in terms of number of polygons and number of vertices, four datasets (of two maps Also, the size of the watermark is controlled, i.e. 25%, 33% and 50% of the 210 original map, to show that the metrics can be used to compare watermarked maps not only of variable map size, but also variable watermark size. watermarks of different sizes were embedded, is explained in the following section.
Watermark Insertion Process
For the watermark embedding process, two main prevalent approaches were used and compared: (1) a coordinate-based approach (shown in Fig.5a ) and (2) 240 a distance based approach (shown in Fig.5b ). These approaches have shown, practically, a better resilience to map changes/attacks such as: rotation, translation, scaling, simplification and interpolation [39, 40] . In both approaches, clustering is used to control the size of the watermark in relation to map size, as well as distribute the watermark throughout the map. Clustering is used to 245 identify locations in the map for embedding the watermark [30] .
Both approaches mentioned above uses the bounding box property in ESRI shapefiles, which identifies the boundaries of each polygon in the map [38] . 
where x c and y c are the coordinates of a polygon's center in x and y axes respectively; x min is the minimum vertex coordinate in the x-axis; x max is the maximum vertex coordinate in the x-axis; y min is the minimum vertex coordinate in the y-axis; y max is the maximum vertex coordinate in the y-axis; 250
x min , x max , y min and y max are each of 8-byte length [38] .
The k-means clustering method is used to cluster the bounding box centers, as the polygons' representatives, in order to determine the positions for embedding the watermark. More precisely, through this process, a number of polygons are identified as locations for embedding the watermark. The k-means 255 method is relatively simple, easy to implement, and needs a predefined number of clusters (k) -see reference [39] for more detail. The experiments were set up with values of k that represent approximately 25%, 33% and 50% of the total number of polygons. In this way, the size of the watermark is controlled, which allows evaluating the proposed metrics for different watermark sizes.
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The watermark is constructed by adding or subtracting a bit value of 1 from either x and y vertex coordinate values (coordinate-based approach) or distance length values (distance-based approach) within the selected polygons (identified by k-means clustering).
The watermark is embedded by applying odd-even indexing, which is one of the most popular embedding approaches [41] , [22] , [40] , [39] , [30] . This approach is formally represented as in Equation (9).
where W i is the ith bit value of the watermark; OES stands for Odd-Even 
Coordinates-based Embedding
In this approach, the embedding space is the x and y vertex coordinate values. The watermark is embedded by comparing the OES (Odd-Even Status) of I which represents the sequential order of the vertex within the set of polygon's vertices. As shown in Equation (10) 
where v * x and v * y are the new vertices' coordinates after embedding the watermark according to the aforementioned condition, in Equation (9); v x and v y are the original vertices' coordinates before inserting the watermark bits.
Distance-based Embedding
In this approach, the embedding space is the mean distance length values.
The distance length is calculated by measuring the distance from the polygon bounding box top right corner to its center, as illustrated in Equation (11) .
where L c is the distance length; (12):
The change rate α c is used to change all vertices of polygons that belong to each cluster's center on the basis of the embedding condition, as given in Equation (13).
Both embedding approaches should lead to contrasted readings in overlaps and gaps as the size of the watermark increases; the same should occur for dis-285 closures for the coordinate-based approach (the distance-based approach does not lead to disclosures). In other words, the more watermark bits are included, the more issues with topology will occur. As a metric should allow comparison across different map sizes, as well as watermark size (and not simply penalise bigger watermarks), the metrics are defined as the number of topological is- 3. The overall metric for the coordinate-based approach will follow the variation in the disclosure metric, as it is an average of the disclosure, overlaps and gaps metrics, and the overlaps and gaps metrics should display little variation;
4. The overall metric for the distance-based approach should be very similar for all maps and all watermark sizes, as there are no disclosures for this embed-320 ding approach, and the overlaps and gaps metrics should be complementary (i.e. the more gaps, the fewer overlaps).
The next section presents the results and discusses them in terms of our expectations outlined above.
Results and Discussion
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This section presents the results of our experiment in relation to the three metrics corresponding to the three topology rules for polygons, as well as the overall metric. The results are discussed in relation to the experimental setup and the expectations outlined in the previous section.
The disclosure metrics for all datasets are given in Table 2 and Fig. 6 ; this 330 is just for the coordinate-based approach, as for the distance-based approach there are no disclosures due to the embedding process.
As expected, the results show an increase in disclosures proportionate to the watermark size, i.e. the larger the watermarks, the higher the number of Map of Burkina Faso disclosures -see the 4th column (D) in Table 2 . The M 1 metric does not entirely 335 preserve this proportions (see Fig. 6 ) due to the randomness involved in the oddeven status of the number of vertices in a polygon, i.e. if the watermark is added to a polygon with an odd number of vertices, there will be no disclosure, while if the watermark is added to a polygon with an even number of vertices, there will be a disclosure.
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When looking at the variations of the M 1 metric for the same map with different watermark sizes, it is noticeable that these are relatively small with most differences smaller than 0.09. The biggest variations take place for the MOR (0.19) and CNG (0.15) maps, which is not surprising since these are the maps with the smallest number of polygons (at it is known that the randomness effect stabilizes for larger numbers). Unsurprisingly, the smallest variation occurs for BUF (0.03), which is the map with the highest number of polygons.
The experimental results for the overlap metric (M 2 ) are displayed in Table 3 , Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, for As expected, the higher the number of watermarked vertices, the higher the 350 number of overlaps (columns 4 and 6 in Table 3 ). The only exception to this is for the Map of Egypt, where the 33% watermark results in fewer watermarked vertices than the 25% watermark. This is due to our embedding procedure in which a number of polygons is selected in which the watermark is inserted, thus, the number of watermarked vertices overall depends on the number of vertices 355 in each polygon selected for embedding. In the case of the Map of Egypt-33%, the polygons selected for the embedding of the watermark had fewer vertices overall than the polygons selected for the Map of Egypt-25%.
As expected, for both embedding approaches, overlaps metrics are very similar regardless of map size and watermark size. For the same maps with different 360 watermark sizes, for the coordinate-based approach, the average difference is 0.00109 with a standard deviation of 0.00221. For the distance-based approach, the average is 0.03041 and the standard deviation is 0.03166.
Overall, the overlap metric for all maps ranges between 0.49595 and 0.51934
for the coordinate-based approach and between 0.40105 and 0.60454 for the 365 distance-based approach. Thus, it is noticeable that the coordinate-based approach leads to more similar values than the distance-based approach. Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 displays the gap metrics for both coordinatebased and distance-based approaches. As expected, the more vertices are watermarked, the more gaps occur, with the exception for the Map of Egypt men- tioned previously for overlaps -since the gap metric, like the overlap one, is influenced by the total number of vertices in the watermarked polygons, the same effect occurs.
For the same maps with different watermark sizes, for the coordinate-based approach the average difference is 0.00120 and the standard deviation is 0.00235.
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For the distance-based approach, the average is 0.03108 and the standard deviation is 0.03125.
Overall, the gap metrics range between 0.48147 and 0.50405 for the coordinatebase approach and between 0.39546 and 0.59895 for the distance-based approach. Similar the overlaps metric, it is noticeable that a smaller range occurs 380 for the coordinate-based approach compared with the distance-based approach. For the overall metrics, the results are displayed in Table 5 , Fig. 11 The experiments were set up with the purpose of showing that the metrics 395 allow comparisons between maps of different sizes, as well as different watermark sizes. More specifically, this work looked at a variety of maps grouped into four datasets covering the different combination of number of polygons and number of vertices. Moreover, within the same dataset, maps that had opposite ratios of numbers of vertices per polygon were chosen. The results show that the 400 metrics are comparable across this variation in map size properties, with a few exceptions explained by the randomness involved in the embedding process.
By looking at different watermark sizes, the metrics were tested in terms of their accurate reflection of the number of distortions. As the number of distortions are proportionate to the size of the watermark, an increase in the 405 number of distortions were expected as the size of the watermark increased, which has been shown in the results. Because the metrics are defined as the number of distortions relative to the size of the watermark, it is expected that the metrics for the same map with the different watermark sizes would be very similar, with only small differences in values.
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The results showed this consistency in the values of the metrics between the same map with watermarks of different size. The results were more consistent for the overlap and gap metrics than for the disclosure metric for the coordinate-based approach. The higher variability in the disclosure metric could be explained as a consequence of the odd-even indexing used in the embedding 415 process. Another aspect related to the higher variability in the disclosure metric is the fact that the disclosure metric is defined in relation to the number of watermarked polygons, while the overlap and gap metrics are defined in relation to the number of vertices. As the number of polygons has a smaller range than the number of vertices, the metrics show more variation for the disclosure metric. 420
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, the importance of a metric to assess topological distortions in watermarked vector maps is discussed, and a metric for polygon-based vector maps is proposed. This paper looked at three distortions that can occur when polygon topology rules are broken in the watermarking process: polygon 425 disclosures, overlaps and gaps.
Maps and watermarks of different sizes were used, as well as two different watermarking approaches to test the metrics; thus, four datasets were used, where each dataset had varying degrees of size in terms of number of polygons and number of vertices. Each dataset contained two maps, which had opposite 430 ratios of number of vertices per polygon. By using k-means clustering to embed the watermark, the size of the watermark is controlled and experimented with three sizes corresponding approximately to 25% (16-117 polygons), 33% (12-88 polygons) and 50% (24-176 polygons) of the number of polygons in the original maps. The results indicate that the metrics allow comparisons between watermarked maps of different sizes and of different watermark sizes, and, thus, can be used to asses the quality of watermarked vector maps.
The proposed metric described and tested in this paper is a first step towards a standard metric for watermarked vector map quality that assesses topological distortion. Further research and experiments will be carried out on addressing [16] P. Bas, T. Furon, A new measure of watermarking security: The effective key length, IEEE Transactions on Information Forensics and Security 8 (8) 
